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Experimental measurements of electron cyclotron emission from the Princeton Large
Tokamak plasma reveal that blackbody emission occurs at the fundamental frequency.
Such emission, not possible by direct thermal excitation of electromagnetic waves, is
herein attributed to thermal excitation of electrostatic (Bernstein) waves which then
mode convert into electromagnetic waves. The local feature of the electrostatic wave
generation permits spatially and temporally resolved measurements of electron tempera-
ture as for the second-harmonic emission.

In fusion research there is considerable inter-
est in understanding the emission near the elec-
tron cyclotron frequency f„and its harmonics.
Such emission could constitute a significant power
loss in a reactor, ' can prescribe the proper con-
ditions for efficient application of electron cyclo-
tron resonance (ECR) heating through the re-
verse process (Kirchhoff's radiation law'), and,
of more immediate interest, can provide an in-
dependent measurement of the properties of the
emitting electrons" (e.g. , electron temperature
T, and/or presence of runaways). In tokamak
regimes for which the runaway population is
small, the emission near the second and higher
harmonics can be well understood in terms of
either the conventional hot-plasma theory' or the
single-particle emission theory. ' However,
emission near the fundamental frequency' (f=f«)
is found to be much larger than predicted by the
hot-plasma theory for direct electromagnetic-
wave emission. Such emission should be neglig-
ible compared to the balckbody value of &T, per
mode since in the vicinity of the cyclotron fre-
quency the electromagnetic wave is almost cir-
cularly polarized with its sense of rotation oppo-
site to that of the gyrating electrons.

In this Letter, we first present experimental
evidence which demonstrates that in Princeton
Large Tokamak (PLT) discharges with a suffi-
ciently low runaway population, the emission nearf„,when viewed from the inside of the torus, is
indeed blackbody emission from the cyclotr on
layer [f=f„(R)where R is the major radius of
the emitting layer]. We then show that this emis-
sion can be attributed to thermal excitation of
electrostatic Bernstein waves which undergo
mode conversion into electromagnetic waves,
rather than to direct thermal excitation of elec-
tromagnetic waves. Hence, detection of black-
body emission at f„,a.s well as a.s 2f„,'" gives

a local time-resolved measurement of T, (R, t) as
will be illustrated.

In this study, we compare the detected emis-
sion at f=f„with that at f= 2f„which has prev-
iously been shown to be blackbody under the con-
ditions set by the conventional hot-plasma theo-
ry." Receiving antennas (horn or a horn-lens
combination as to be noted) are located in the
equatorial plane along the major radius and are
oriented to receive extraordinary waves. Con-
ventional superheterodyne detectors are used
since these permit the optimum spatial resolu-
tion along 8 of the various detection schemes.
For these systems, the output signals are pro-
portional to the emitted power. That is, P
= ~T, (R)6f(1 -e '), where r is the optica, l depth
of the emitting layer' (w ~ 2 for black-body emis-
sion), and hf is the receiver bandwidth.

In Fig. 1(a), we present f„and 2f„emission
profiles versus position along the major radius
for the discharge conditions noted (R=R. , +r
where A, = 132 cm is the nominal major radius at
the center of the plasma. ) These data were ob-
tained by setting the receiver frequencies at 70
GHz (f„)and 140 GHz (2f„)and placing the emit-
ting layer at the desired 8 or r by choosing the
appropriate magnetic field level BgR,). The spa-
tial resolution for each receiver is set by its
bandwidth Af = 400 MHz which gives layer thick-
nesses of ~=0.8 cm (f„)and 0.4 cm (2f„),and
by the lobe widths b, 0 =+ 6.5 (f„)and *4' (2f„)
of simple horn antennas located at x=-50 cm
[spot diameters are d = 11 cm (f„)and 7 cm
(2f„)at R,]. For comparison, the average tem-
perature profile obtained from Thomson scatter-
ing along a vertical line through the plasma is al-
so shown in Fig. 1(a).

As found previously, "the 2f„emission profile
is in good agreement with the Thomson-scattering
profile as expected for blackbody emission (the
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FIG. 1. (a) Cyclotron emission profiles at t =100
msec for f~ (e) and 2f (0) emission. The average
Thomson-scattering profile {—) is shown for compari-
son [T (0) = 1 keV, n = 3&& 10 cm 3 (1—r /40 )).
(b) Emission vs time at x= 5 cm.

hot-plasma theory' gives 7 - 10 at x = 5 cm de-
creasing to T-1 at 2 =30 cm). The 2f„profile
falls somewhat below the Thomson-scattering
profile at larger x partly because of an observed
overall reduction in T, as 8 ~ was decreased,
and partly because the detection spot size weights
the emission toward larger 2" (i.e. , lower T, ).

Clearly, the f„emission profile is in good ac-
cord with the 2f„emission profile. Again, the
difference between these profiles at larger x can
be attributed to the different spot sizes of the de-
tectors. Furthermore, the time evolution of the
emission atf„is identical to that at 2f„asil-
lustrated in Fig. 1(b); and, indeed, within the ex-
perimental accuracy of our receiver calibrations
P2& /Pz =1 as expected for the approximately
one-dimensional character of our antennas. This
one-to-one space-time correspondence between
the f„and2f„emission demonstrates that the f„
emission is both blackbody and generated at the
f=f„(R)layer.

This result is in sharp contrast to the spectral
measurements of Costley and co-workers, "o for
which the ratio P» /Pf varied between -2 and2~ce ~ce-8, instead of remaining at a fixed value of
-2(2f„/f„)'= 8. We believe that this discrepancy
between our results and theirs is due first to the
fact that our antennas are approximately one-
dimensional and select only the extraordinary
polarization, and secondly, to the fact that we de-
tect the f„emission from the accessible side of

the plasma,
The balckbody emission near f„canbe ex-

plained with the following theoretical model. By
thermal excitation, electrostatic Bernstein waves
build up to their blackbody value of &T, per mode
near the cyclotron layer in accordance with the
equipartition theorem. ' These waves propagate
towards the upper hybrid layer (lower B ~) and
undergo complete mode conversion into extraor-
dinary electromagnetic waves near the upper hy-
brid layer. Finally, the electromagnetic waves
then propagate in the direction of increasing B~,
cross the cyclotron layer with negligible attenua-
tion, and reach the antenna at the inside of the
torus. In the literature, it has been shown ana-
lytically"' and by numerical solution of the wave
equations" that when the Bernstein wave is com-
pletely absorbed in the vicinity of the cyclotron
layer, an extraordinary electromagnetic wave
with f-f„,incident on the plasma from the ac-
cessible side, undergoes complete mode conver-
sion into the Bernstein wave. Hence, the reverse
process (our model) is clearly viable provided
that the region near the cyclotron layer is optical-
ly thick (i.e., black) for Bernstein waves.

From the electrostatic dispersion relation for a
collisionless hot plasma (Eqs. (7.13)—(7.17) and

(7.21) of Bekefi' [see also Eq. (9.103) of Stix3]]
and taking account of the effects of the relativist-
ic mass increase, "one can show that for large
u„=(2&/k2vr)(f+nf„) and A. =k12vr2/8112f„', the
real (k») and ima. ginary (k11) components of the
Bernstein-wave propagation constant with f=f„
may be written

1/3 2' f 2

&112 v g2 (f ~f )2

(2)

Here L and ii refer to directions perpendicular
and parallel, respectively, to the magnetic field,
vr2=2KT, /m, b f„~f„vr2/c2is the average rela-
tivistic decrease in the cyclotron frequency, and
the line-shape function A is given by"

(3)

for k 2vr & 211kf„,or

4C3f 1 f2 1/2 "
1 f2)C'

11112V 3f 2 f 2 XP f 2 J 2 t ( )

for k2vr &2&&f„.The value of k„below which
damping due to relativistic broadening [Eq. (4)]
outweighs that due to the usual cyclotron damping
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[Eq. (3)] is kg/k, =vr/c (e.g. , -0.06 for T, =1
keV) where k, = 2~f„/c.

It may be noted from Eq. (4) that the relativistic
line broadening is highly asymmetric and occurs
only for f~f„.It is apparent from Eqs. (1)-(4)
that the heavily damped Bernstein waves propa-
gating along 8 have their frequencies in the rangef„rf„-=f„(1-v, '/c') ~f~f„.

The optical depth for Bernstein waves in a tok-
a, mak plasma. (B~1/R) is then

P fee

(a ) Sawtooth
Irl llcm

I
I I

ioo 120 i40 t(ms)

(b) m=2
r= 23cm

where a=1 in the small k„caseof Eq. (3), and

a = (8/n e)"' for the relativistic line-broadening
case of Eq. (4). Here e is the Naperian base.
This optical depth is a weak function of density
and temperature, and for the data of Fig. 1, Eq.
(5) gives 5&&10 6 v&10. Thus, the condition for
blackbody Bernstein-wave emission near the cy-
clotron layer is well satisfied and leads us to
conclude that indeed the model we have described
governs the fundamental emission.

The localization of the Bernstein wave genera-
tion permits local temperature measurement at
f„(R)with a spatial resolution (bR) similar to
that obtained at 2f„(R).Blackbody conditions are
less restrictive at f,, and the reduction in the re-
ceiver frequency facilitates frequency sweeping
to obtain T,(r) repetitively during a single dis-
charge. However, for accessibility the detecting
antenna of f„emission must be placed at the in-
side of the torus whereas inside and outside lo-
cations are equivalent for the 2f„emission.

Cyclotron-emission detection at both f„and
2f„is a powerful method not only for measuring
the temperature profile, but also for making
time-resolved studies of local perturbations in
the electron temperature due to instabilities and/
or electron heating. In Fig. 2, we present exam-
ples of temperature fluctuations due to magneto-
hydrodynamic (MHD) activity in PLT measured
at f„and2f„.The m =0 sawtooth relaxations
presumably precipitated by m =1 MHD oscilla-
tions inside the rational magnetic surface"' q(~)
=rB~/R, Be(r) =1 are shown in Fig. 2(a) (with an
amplitude consistent with soft x-ray measure-
ments'), and m = 2 oscillations in the vicinity of
the q=2 layer are shown in Fig. 2(b). For the
2f„data of Fig. 2(b), a horn-lens antenna at the
outside of the plasma was used (~ =+50 cm), and
hence the f„and 2f„oscillations are in phase as
expected for m = 2, since the horns are y = 180

P2fce
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FIG. 2. Local MHD temperature fluctuations in PLT
discharges.

apart around the torus (toroidal mode number n
= 1). The structure imposed by the m = 2 mag-
netic island on the temperature oscillations at
the given minor circumference is clearly evident
on the 2f„emission (viewed over an -3-cm spot
size) and is discernible on the f„emission (the
f„spotsize of -16.5 cm here can be consider-
ably reduced with the addition of a lens). The am-
plitudes and wave forms of the m = 2 oscillations
of the f„and2f„emissions tracked very closely
throughout a discharge and with changes in mag-
netic field, even though they were very sensitive
to the selected position relative to the q=2 layer.
Thus, this comparison affords additional proof
that the f„emission is blackbody emission and
comes from the cyclotron layer as opposed to the
upper hybrid layer.

In conclusion we wish to emphasize that our re-
sults show that the f„emission is blackbody emis-
sion and the emission measurements at f„and
2f„indeed provide a powerful diagnostic tool in
tokamak fusion research. We have demonstrated
that by this method one can measure not only the
temperature profiles but also the local MHD tem-
perature fluctuations. We believe that our ex-
perimental and theoretical demonstration of the
blackbody nature of the cyclotron layer lends sig-
ruficant support to the use of ECR auxiliary heat-
/. ng in tokamaks
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A phase transition has been observed in 0 chemisorbed on %{110)at low coverages,
with a transition temperature - 250 K lower than that observed for saturation coverage
W(110)p(2X 1)-O. This transition is interpreted in terms of two-dimensional dissolution
of islands. A fit to lattice-gas models for both low and saturation coverage allows sepa-
rate determination of the attractive and repulsive adatom-adatom interactions, and gives
values of —0.069 aud 0.15 eV/atom, respectively.

The study of phase changes in overlayers is an
important tool in understanding the interactions
that adatoms undergo. ' Very little work has been
done on chemisorption systems, and only H/
W(100) ' and 0/W(110) ' have been studied in any
detail. This Letter reports a new phase transi-
tion for 0/W(110) at low coverages. We observe
what we believe to be two-dimensional dissolution
of the chemisorbed islands previously identified
in this system. 4 As a result, we are able to de-
termine separately attractive and repulsive ad-
atom-adatom interaction energies leading to the
p(2& 1) structure.

The experiment' consists of measuring the su-
perlattice beam intensities and angular profiles
in low-energy electron diffraction (LEED) from
the W(110) surface covered with varying amounts
of oxygen. The most important feature of this

system is that the ordered overlayer forms by an
island-growth mechanism. This is established by
the observation that superlattice LEED beams
form already at very low coverage. ' It implies a
net attractive adatom-adatom interaction. How-
ever, the p(2X 1) structure that is formed, shown
in Fig. 1 and consisting of doubly spaced close-
packed rows parallel to ( 111)directions, re-
quires a nearest-neighbor repulsion. Streaking
of spots is not observed in the diffraction pattern
during formation of the overlayer. ""' This im-
plies that island formation is preferred over the
formation of long rows, and therefore that the at-
tractive interactions along (111)directions are
about equal in magnitude'" and considerably small-
er than the nearest-neighbor repulsion that pre-
vents close packing.

Oxygen-coverage determinations were made by






